Simplify how you
distribute, analyze, and
grade student work.
Assignments is an application that brings the
collaborative tools of Google Workspace
to your learning management system (LMS).

Integrate

Distribute and grade

Analyze

Bring your favorite
tools together.

Save time distributing
and grading classwork.

Analyze student work
to ensure authenticity.

•

Simplify assignment
management and enhance
workflows with Google
Workspace productivity tools

•

Automatically create and
share personalized Google
Workspace templates and
worksheets

•

Compare work against hundreds
of billions of web pages and over
40 million books with one search

•

•

Make Google Docs, Google
Slides, and Google Drive
compatible with your LMS

•

Use rubrics integrated
with student work for more
transparency and consistency

Help students support their
own ideas by scanning work for
recommended citations

•

•

Limit your student
submissions to schoolissued Google Accounts

•

Give rich feedback on
assignments with a
customizable comment bank

Build a private repository of past
submissions to make student-tostudent comparisons when you
upgrade to Google Workspace for
Education Plus

Enhance your LMs with Google Workspace
productivity tools
Assignments seamlessly integrates Google Workspace directly with
your LMS and automatically creates and distributes personalized
copies of the schoolwork into each students’ respective Drive folder.
Because it’s an application built to LTI 1.3 standards, Assignments is
compatible with any LMS that supports LTI 1.1 or higher. Admins can
quickly turn Assignments on, and educators can start saving time.

Learn more at
edu.google.com/assignments

Support critical thinking.

Upgrade to Google
Workspace for
Education Plus.

Protect student and
educator privacy.

and grading, quickly identifying

Enterprise licenses offer more

security and compliance

passages that may need a citation.

ways to support students and

standards, including:

Features include:

teachers, including:

Originality reports bring the power
of Google Search to classwork

• Easy report saving, downloading,
and printing

• Access to unlimited originality
reports

• More file-scanning options

• Student-to-student content
matches within a school-owned
repository of past submissions

• Supported in multiple languages,
such as Spanish, French, and
Portuguese

Assignments meets rigorous

• Family Educational Rights and
Privacy Act (FERPA)
• Children’s Online Privacy
Protection Act (COPPA)
• Student Privacy Pledge

For more details, visit the Privacy & Security
Center at edu.google.com/privacy

“

Assignments enables [our] faculty
to save time on the mundane parts
of grading and feedback … [and] it
does this all while keeping student
and faculty data secure and private.

Benjamin Hommerding,
Technology Innovationist, St. Norbert College
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